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THE !IINNESOTAAGRICULTURAL RESEARCH RESOURCE ALLOCATION

INFORMATION SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENT

by

I/alterL, Fishel

The Minnesota Agricultural Research Resource Allocation Information System

(MARRAIS) is a computer-based, generalized structure for CO1letting and pro-

cessing information relevant to resource allocation decisions under situations

, characterized by a high degree of uncertainty. The specific application dis-

cussed in this paper relates to the administration of research activities

within specific public research organizations or resource settings. The primary

aim of the system is to generate relative measurements of benefits and costs of

proposed research activities which would conceivably lead to a more efficient,

as well as to facilitate, allocation of research resources within the organi-

zation, The system is primarily concerned with the selection from among pro-

posed research activities and the efficient allocation of resources among

these activ

The pr

cedures for

disassemble

ties, not with the identification o

ncipal distinction of MARRAIS lies <

generating the data required by the

possible research topics.

n the structure of and the pro-

analysis. The total task is

into information components in a manner which, on the one hand,

permits collection from the best possible sources of the individual segments

of information independently of other segments and, on the other hand~ permits

effective separation of the data collection and analysis procedures from the

specification and application of desired selection criteria used in determining

the relative goodness of alternative research activities. The uncertainty

that arises in making estimates about the various pieces of required informa-

tion are retained throughout the analysis; hence, the resulting benefit-cost

estimates are distributed values. MARRAIS also permits evaluation of each
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research activity for several alternative levels of annual resource expendi-

tures, and it permits including both essentially “basic” and “applied” research

activities in a single analytical and comparative process.

In the following, I first present a general description of the methodology

of MARI?lS. The second part describes the mechanics for generating and analyzing

information in MARRIS, The last part presents the results of an experiment in

the application of MARRIS.

A General Description

The primary Interest in the development of the information system was

basically the resource allocation process, regardless of whom is involved or

where the activities that are a part of the process might be performed. In

addition to an organization’s central administration, divisional or depart-

mental managers and even project leaders are frequently involved in resource

allocation decisions. However, this model assumes that these activities are

either carried out by or the inherent responsibility of a research administrator

who can (and does) transfer the performance of as many of these activities as

deemed necessary and prudent to others in the research organization. Focusing

on the process rather than on an all-encompassing objective (optimization of

resource allocation) or on the performance of the organizational structure

(optimum allocation of the decision-making processes) permits development of
●

an information system independently of particular organizational structures.

The role of an information system within thisframeof reference derives

its justification in facilitating the decision-making processes, particularly

the functions of information collection and processing. In generals (manaw-

ment) information systems have two primary functions: “filtration” and

“condensation”, Filtration is concerned with separating the relevant from the——

irrelevant, Condensation is concerned with the reduction of relevant data—-
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through analysis or other useful transformation to a form most meaningful to

the research administrator. As applied to this model, filtration is carried

out in two steps, in screening of possible alternative research activities

which results in only certain ones being presented to the research administra-

tor for consideration, and in the collection of data or information relevant

to the making of decisions about resource allocations,

Condensation iScarrftxj ollt ~rjmarflv in the basic analysis of collected

data and in presenting it to the decision makers in a useful format, In some

cases, this may be as far as the information system can go in assistinq the

research administrator in his decision-making processes, Such would be the

case for what is termed “cost-effectiveness” analysis. However, it usually

is possible to further condense the information presented to the administrator,

If there is one or more commonly-accepted selection criteria or a particular

criteria specified by the research administrator to be included in the eval-

uation then the information can be further condensed by a “preorderinq” of

the alternative research on the basis of howwell each satisfies the specified

selection criteria, One such criteria usuall<yis the relative contribution ofs

say, a technical research project ina livestock area to the economic well-being

of the livestock production industry.

In any case in which benefits of a proposed research activity are evaluated,

even on the basis of market values, such a preordering process is assumed, In

this case, the commonly-held selection criteria are values associated with the

market place. Hence, in cost-benefit analysis, there are actually two distinct

stages involved in arriving at a research investment strategy: (1) Given all

research possibilities, an initial preordering of alternative research in-

vestments based on some selection criteria at least partially distinct from

that of the research administrator. (2) A selection process of the preordered

research alternatives by the research administrator based on evaluation of
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research alternatives utilizing additional criteria. The distinction between

the two steps has been discussed by Williams and Nassar (1966) who consider

that a preordering can be carried out using criteria of goodness independent

of the second step, The criteria of the second step they consider to be en-

vironmental or boundary restrictions bearing on the final selection only,

Further, Naslund and Mhinston (1962) indicate that such a “division of labor

is one which puts the burden of analysis on the model (where it belongs) and

the burden of evaluation on the decision makers (where it belongs)”, the model

being the analytical construct used in the preordering of investment alterna-

tives.

The information system developed at Minnesota is intended to provide this

preordering of alternative research activities, However, it excludes the

initial screening process as an inherent part of the system for several reasons,

including limitations on the relative scope of the experiment. There are

currently reasonably effective methods for accomplishing the same endse

notably the basic structure developed at the Iowa Experiment Station, The

principal emphasis in this effort was on the development of methods for gen-

erating better quality information than is currently available to research

administrators.

An example of the information provided th@ rQ$earch administrator by

!IARRAISis shown in Table 1, For various levels of average annual expenditure

and respective planning periods (equal to the expected value of the time re-

quired to complete the project), measures of the expected research effectiveness

are provided (for example9a benefit-cost ratio) along with a measure of varia-

bility in the estimate and an index indicating the relative feasibility of

predicting these measures,
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Given the alternative proposed research projects” programs$ or other

requests for resource commitments,

obtaining solutions to one or more

considered,

(1)

(2)

(3)

f$ z

!?2=

r+ :

the information in Table 1 is obtained by

of three equations for each research activity

!3- C>o

B/C > 1
B-c ~—.=
!?3

where

B= research benefits over time

c = total cost of conducting the research

RI= difference maximand

f+= ratio maximand

R3= internal rate of return

Mhile it is possible to use single values In solvinflequations (1) to (3)* such

as the “expected” values, MARRAIS considers these values to be probability dis-

tributions based on data that also is expressed as probability distributions,

In addition, the “present value” of benefits and costs is used in evaluating the

research alternatives, i_.~.,all benefit and cost values are discounted back to

the present regardless of when they are incurred or realized.l Prest and Turvey

lPasmussen (1966~ pp. 1-6) has discussed the controversy particularly between
Eckste~n (1958) and McKean (1959) about the relative appropriateness of these
alternative forms, According to Ecksteln, the rate of return criteria favors
large annual flow projects while benefit-cost analysis favors projects with a
high initial investment and component. Eckstetn rejects the 1Imited capital
implications of the internal rate of return as not being applicable to an advanced
industrial economy and accepts only budgetary constraints. McKean argues that
cost-benefit analysis will sometimes provid~ contradictory orderings under varying
practices of neting out items from benefits and costs evaluations.

In addition, even the two forms of the cost-benefit analysis can lead to different
relative orderings, as indicated in the following:
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(1965, p. 70) have indicated that under the conditions of (1) no projects being

Bt t Ct
B;— and C=z
= t=l (I+l)t tml —

(l+I)t

any

interdependent, (2) starting dates being given, and (3) no constraints being

operative (each of which are or can be circumvented where they do exist))

“the present value of total beneftts less total costs can be expressed in

of four equivalent ways” (the above three plus a constant annuities form

equivalent to equation (l)),

Hence,

(4)

where

Bt =

Ct s

Is

t=

For the internal rate of return maximand, equation (3), the above has a slightly

benefits derived in year t

costs incurred in year t

a discount rate expressing the social time preference of consumption

number of years to complete th’eproposed research project or program

different form, namely

(5)
(B-C)t

B-C . f =0.
~ ‘s’ (l+R3)t

The model of the flow of benefits and costs of research used in MARIMIS

requires several kinds of information, some of which are to he estimated and

some assumed given, some are fixed-point estimates and some distributed estimates.

Idhere“b” is a single value of the distribution “B” and “c” is a single value of

the distribution “C”, then “b” and “c” are calculated by the following:

l(continued)
Research Projects

& &

Benefits 10 15
costs 4 7
B/C 2.50 2.14
B-C 6 8

In general, the B-C form tends to favor the larger project as compared to the
B/C form, assuming the same time periods,



(5)

(6)

8

a ,.

b =fvz a(t)kt i- Skt + Pv(t,~)
t =L+l

t a.

c =~Zkt+E Z d(t)kt
t=l t=i!+l

!/here
1

k ‘z

f=
/

randomly selected value from P(F), the estimate of t chnological
feasibility

v = randomly selected value from P(V), the estimate of a erage annual

1
benefits at 100 percent level of adoption of new knovledge generated

?= randomly selected value from P(T), the estimate of time required to
complete the research activity

~= the average annual expenditure on the research activity

The technological feasibility estimate reflects scientists’ impressions

regarding the relative success expected in achieving the obje~tives of the

research activity being evaluated. ~

The “product” value of the research is assumed to be ado~ted over time

according to ~

a(t) = I-@t-t, t>;, 0<0<1

where

a(t) = the time rate of adoption of new knowledge ~

fl= an estimated shape parameter specifying the rate.

It may be that certain facilities, equipment, or supplied purchased for

a specific research activity will stfll have useful value to ~ubsequent research

activities at the termination of the research activity for wh ch they were
1

acquired. If so, the “scrap”
f

value is estimated by “S” in eq ation (5),

Also included in benefits estimates are the value of certain “process”

valuess i.e.o the value that arises from doing-the research. In NARRAIS the. .

process values are limited to the increased value of the scie~tists and to
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graduate student training. Process values are calculated by
.
t+l a a

Pv ( t ,Z) =w~~{ZAtkt+; Aikt} + Wg~ Z Dkt
t=l t=t+2 t=4

where

I’v(t,r) = process value of project

Wsr= estimated number of scientists per project

war= estimated number of graduate students per project
.
A = marginal increase in scientist value per year

D= average difference in tncome attributable to graduate tra~ninq

In addition to direct and overhead costs of conducting research, costs

include an estimate of dissemination costs, Including anciliary development

costs. Dissemination cost was estimated by

t’ a

d(t) = ; (1-et-t) + z I-b(t-;) O:Q , b <1

t=t+l t=t’+1

where

d(t) = time path of annual dissemination costs as a function of the
maximum annual outlay expected

E = maximum annual dissemination expenditure

O,b = shape parameters

t: = epigy of dissemination expenditure function (year)

once the required variables have been estimated, by procedures described

in the next section, solutions for “b” and “c” according to equations (5)

and (6) are obtained by Monte Carlo procedures. Repeated random selection of

valu~s from cumulative density functiomsderived from P(E), P(V), and p(T),

along with single-valued estimates of the other variables, provide repeated

solutions for single values of the maximands ri Indtcated by equations (1)

to (3)* klithlarge numbers of such solutions (20,000 to 25,000)~ ri tends

to R5. Parameters of the resulting d’lstributionsare then tabulated fromRi
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and presented in a form comparable to Table 1 (c.f,, Fishel, 1970, for a more. .

detailed discussion of the numerical techniques).

Before discussing the estimation procedures used in MARRAIS, I would ?ike

to indicate briefly the basis for using subjective probability distributions

rather than sinflle-pointestfmates for the required information. In this in-

formation system considerable significance is attached to the quality of the

information used to make allocation decisions. ~uality of information refers

to (1) the proper identification of specific data elements that must be measured

(estimated), (2) the degree of frecision attained in the measurement (estimation)

of these data elements, and (3) the reliability that can be placed in the result-

ing measurements (estimates), Identification of data elements is based in the

theories and principles of economics and accounting which are consistent with

accepted optimizing functions, Precision is gained by the selection and correct

application to the data elements of appropriate mathematical and statistical

routines. Reliability is largely a product of the source of the data and the

procedures for obtaining it,

In seeking values for each of the data variables in the model, the goal is

to obtain a point estimate which is known to occur with 100 percent certainty.

Under less than 100 percent certainty, a point estimate, while computationally

more convenient, cannot be considered precise, In the latter case, a range of

values would at least be considered more precise. However, unless all values

in the range were expected to have the same Iiklihood of occurrence, the esti-

mates would still lack the desired precision. For uncertain events, maximum

precision would be obtained from estimates in which the probability of occurrence

is associated with each value in the range, where the range of values includes

the true value with 100 percent certainty. This is entirely analogous to a

probability density function (p.d.f.), But where such a p.d.f. is generated

from the estimates of an individual, based on his subjective appraisal of
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circumstances surrounding an event, the resulting measure is referred to as a

subjective probability distribution.

The subjective probability distributions generated by the estimation

procedures are simply graphical transformations of “experts” mental impressi~ns

about the likelihood of uncertain events, The reasons for expressing estimt

in the form of probability distributions rather than single-value estimates

are: (1) The differences among research activities that exist~associated w

tes

th

size of effort and likelihood of achieving useful results, (2) The technique

is generally concerned with processes that are inherently variable in their

relationship to environmental status, that is plants, animalss and people.

(3) The idea of estimating

with it in that it is based

estimator is used, there wi-

future events necessarily has variability associated

mostly on judgement, and cases where more than one

1 be differences of

possibilities of achievingtechnological change,

data elements as probability distributions simp’

recognize in the procedures one of the two predf

opinion with respect to the

Hence, including estimates of

y reflects an effort to explicitly

minant difficulties of research

evaluations namely, uncertainty, The other predominant difficulty, of course~

is obtaining explicit values for the products of research, which is discussed

later,

Idhilethere are a number of good methods for describing subjective rwo-

bability distributions of estimates of some event P(x),2 the one used in MARRAIS

2Smith (1967, pp. 236-249) has discussed several of these and associated
derivation techniques and presents a technique of his own based on first dif-
ferences. Morrison (1967, pp. 253-254) discusses a method which requires a
simple distribution of 100 points among alternative events. Dalkey and Helmer
(1963, pp. 458-467) discuss the formal DELPHI method developed by RAND.
Schweitzer (1968, pp. 14-23) also discusses the use of the normal, Weibull@ and
beta distributions and develops a discrete subjective proba~d=tion
mod somewhat simi1ar to the one~ MARRAIS,



is based on the beta function and was constructed in a manner such that esti-

.

mates by the experts alone determined its shape, A prior distribution of a

basic random variable “x” in terms of a beta distribution, with a useful mod-

ification by Schlaifer (1959, pp. 673-676) is

(8) PB(x;p,v) =
(v-1) ! XP-l(l v-p-l

(p-1)!(v-p-l)! - x)

whereo~xilando CP<V, The mean, mode, and variance are functions of

only the two beta parameters p and V. A simple transformation normalizes any

range of values, say, “L” (lower bound) and “H” (upper bound) to o ~ xi 1

fromL~X~Ho Hence, the values L, H, p, v uniquely define a beta function,

which may have a rectangular,symetric, skewed left or rightt or “cubic” shape,

To obtain a subjective probability distribution of an event, experts were

asked to predict

1, The values “H” and “L” for an event which they would expect to be

exceeded only under very exceptional circumstances,

2, The values “h” and “l” for an event which they would expect to be

exceeded only one-third of the time.

3. The value “m” for an event which they really would expect to occur

(the mode),

Using techniques in MARRAIS, these five values can be used to generate the

values “H”, “L”, o and v and, consequently, a unique subjective probability

distribution.3 It is this process which is implied in the remainder of the

discussion when I refer to “estimating P(x)“,

3Space does not permit the full development of the techniques used. For
a complete discussions see Fishel (1970, pp. 139-46).
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Estimation Procedures

The principal problems of research resource allocation are associated

with gauging the flows over time of both costs and benefits of alternative

research activities, Other significant factors that affect allocation decisions

include the feasibility of achieving research objectives, the feasibility and

cost of implementing new knowledge generated, and th~ degree of substitutability~

complementarily, and synergism among alternative research activities, Methods

for obtaining estimates of all these factors except the Interrelationships are

described in the following. With respect to the interrelationships, the pro-

posed CBA methodology assumes that If research activity “A” and research

activity “B” are in

would be evaluated.

Figure 1 ident.

some manner related, then activities “A”, “B”, and “AB”

fies in modular form the steps by stages involved in gen-

erating the information contained in Table 1. The order of the estimation

procedures are carried out in essentially the same order depictede

Specification Steps

The research alternatives evaluated by this system will originato with or

at the discretion of the research administrator and will reflect the kind of

information which he requires. The system treate research alternatives as

units of comparison. That is, for each research alternative, there are clearly

stated purpose and objectives. Methods of study or research may be outlined

in general terms or stated in rather specific terms, In fact, experience has

suggested that some very useful information is provided if method is not too

rigidly specified, Treated as units, there is flexibility in the amount of

aggregation or disaggregation of research alternatives or in the degree of

specificity in the statement that is permitted. NARRAIS is primarily intended

as a comparative procedure in which the research administrator is interested
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Figure 1. Modular Form of Cost-Benefit Estimation Model.
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in comparing a number of alternatiw research activities at one time, comparing

entirely new proposed research alternatives, entirely existing ones, or some

combination of new and existing. But, it should be emphasized that the eval-

uation of a sin~ research activity with MARRAIS in its present form, except

for cases in which the value of the research results can be independently de-

termined, would be very difficult, for reasons that will become clear.

The nature or form of the research results to be evaluated are largely

predetermined by the objectives of the research activity, They are specified

in final form by the administrative “planning” staff with the aid of scientists

in each research area considered, The units of measure become a problem for

manlyresearch results, particularly in other than the technical applied research

areas--technical basic, social sciences, resource development, etc.--none of

which have clearly defined units for measuring. The basis for quantification

for these areas is based on consideration of the extent to which the research

objective is achieved or is not achieved, This considers that there are usually

some benefits emanating from the research effort even if the objectives would

not be achieved. Hence, the units of measurement are percentages of total

objective achievement, Total or 100 percent achievement is based on what each

expert estimator or group of expert estimators visualize as “ideal” objective

achievement. The “value” of benefits achieved for 100 percent achievement of

objectives are then part of the estimation process,

The estimators are primarily scientists with expertise in the subject

areas of the research alternatives, and may be different ones for each of the

three estimation tasks indicated. However, others with particular knowledge

in the specific data areas may be employed to provide certain cost data, such

as business office personnel or research administration, In each estimation

area, the system attempts to quantify the sum total of scientists’ past

experience as reflected by:
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(1) Judgments about the current and likely future state of a given

situation and what is technologically possible,

(2) Judgments about what sort of effort will be required to achieve the

various possibilities.

(3) Judgments about the relationships between the effort required and

the cost of this effort.

hlARRAISassumes that there are scientists who can relate at least parts if not

all of this information and provide some estimate of the probable relationships

between or among the parts.

Determining the number of and identifying estimators to provide the desired

estimates jS h’!ghly problematical in practice. The system requires estimates

about unknown and uncertain events, such estimates being testable only after

the fact at best. Hence, there is a significant concern about the reliability

of the data estimates. Even where estimates are provided in the form of sub-

jective probability distribution, the basic concern is how well the estimates

represent the true situation. That is, the derived p,d.f. would be considered

reliable in a statistical sense if repeated occurrences of the event produced

values that approximately conformed to the ~ante p,d.f. In the context of

thismethod,the p.d,f, would be most reliable if the value that resulted

from the event were approximately equal the expected value of the p.d.f. In

both cases reliability is determined by matching ex post results with ex ante

estimates, indicating that reliability must be based on experience in applying

the system and in evaluation of the estimators. The problem of nliability

must largely be resolved in the selection of the estimators. And, despite

the importance of selectlng the right estimators, there are precious few rules

or even guidelines that can be offered in this effort, at least at present.

The “established” scientists in each subject area within an organization are

usually well known~ and the names of those outside the organization can easily
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be identified, However, there is reason to believe that these are not always

the best estimators,

In llARRAISthis difficulty Is handled by obtaining estimates for each

data element from a number of “experts”. However, while several estimators

are used to predict values, the reliability of a specific p,d.f. still cannot

be determined, At best, it only indicates in the variability of responses the

possibility of obtaining reliable estimates, In addition, the system permits

assigning weights to the individual estimates used in generating a “concensus”

estimate, But, at present there appears to be no numerical method that Provides

a better basis for handling the problems of data reliability than the confidence

placed in the judgement of known experts by the research administrator making

the final decisions,

Estimation Steps

The estimation procedures developed for PIARRflISreflects the fact that

there usually is a relationship between total cost, benefits achieved, and time

required to complete a research activity, despite these being shown as separate

estimation steps in Figure 1, First, there will nearly always be a positive

relationship between the levels of benefits achieved and the level of total in-

vestment of resources for a given research activity. Because subsequent steps

of a research project usually depend on results of earlier steps, the more time

taken to complete a research activity, the less the total number of “replications”

required in the experimental design to allow for alternative possible results

at each stage. Hence, for a given level of research benefits$ total research

cost will generally decrease up to a point where such advantages are overcome

by underutilized resources, after which it will Increase.

In MARRAIS, the selection of an average annual investment and the selection

of the planning period are considered interdependent and are related to each

other as well as to the benefits achieved throu$h the estimation procedure.
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Undoubtedly, in most cases there could be almost any number of cost-time com-

binations that could be used in decjsions about a research activi~. Practical

considerations confine the estimation procedure to only a few cost-time com-

binations. The experiment reported in the next section used only three such

combinations.

Mhile there are a number of approaches to estimating the basic cost-time-

benefit relationships, the approach used In MARRAIS is as follows:

la The average annual expenditure ~’k, where k = 1,.,.,k are alternative

levels of average annual expenditures on research activity “j”, which may be

specified to estimators of discrete values initially estimated.

20 For each ~jk, estimates of the time in years to complete the project

are made in the form P(Tjk),

3. For each ~ and Exp (T ), estimates of research benefits in the form
jk Jk

P(Bjk) are made.

4, Using values ~jk, P(Tjk), P(Bjk), where “K” is arbitrarily selected

and other required information is given or estimated, obtain distributed solu-

tions to equations (5) and (6), for each “j” and “k”,

Theoretically, this approach provides discrete approximations to a bounded

area of possible values in a plane with benefits as one dimension and total cost,

assumed to be minimum-cost resource combinations for each benefit level, as

the other dimension. However, EXp(T .) and not P(T ) is used in the Comwtationss
iJ ij

along with ~jk and P(Bjk), This assumes that for any k = k*, P(BjkA) as esti-

mated for Exp(TjkA) is the same for all values of Tj in P(T ). Intuitively,
jkA

it is clear that the effect of such an assumption is a bounded density space

in the cost-time-benefit space where the error of estimate increases going

away from the plane cut through this bounded space as defined above. I{ence,

the estimation error in the solutions increases away from their expected values.

As will be demonstrated, this is a small price to pay for the simplifications
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ach~eved in the estimation procedures.

In the above estimation procedures the estimation of research benefits

P(B ) is performed in two stages: (1) the values of research products are
jk

estimated on the basis that research objectives would be achieved 100 percent,

and (2) the technological feasibility of achieving the stated objectives are

estimated given the constraints of each pair of~, and To . Hence, for a given
Jk Jk

?. the resulting benefit would be computed by
Jk

(9) B = ‘,jkB~k ~ ‘(Bjk) = ‘( Fjk)p(B~k)jk

where F is the estimate of technological feasibility of the research activity
jk

and B: is the value of research products based on 100 percent attainment of
Jk

research objectives.

This two-step procedure is a logical separation of the two types of infor-

mation that are inherently contained in any estimate of research benefits. In

addition to permitting the obtaining of estimates of F and B* from the sources
jk jk

best qualified to provide them, it also permits a procedure, described later,

that enables B from all types of research activities to be incorporated into
jk

a single array of relative value. Since prediction of most technological develop-

ments is not well adapted to empirical derivation, it is expected that those

professionals who are most acquainted with the state-of-the-arts in each

research area are the best sources of information about the technological feas-

ibility of a research effort.

Research costs are the estimated current dollar values of all resources

utilized in a research activity, These include salaries and indirect costs of

scientists and supporting personnel, costs of miscellaneous supplies and special-

ized equipment, charges for facilities and services used, organizational over-

head charges, and an allowance for the cost of disseminating and/or implementing
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the new knowledge generated.

The average annual resource requirements for each ~jk, excepting overhead

and dissemination costs, are estimated by scientists having the best l(nowledge

4of such requirements, Except for the scientist inputs, resource requirements

are best estimated in physical units with standard cost rates subsequently

applied to obtain total annuaJ costs, This eliminates variations in costs

resulting solely from differences in cost rates, Also, scientists are not

usually aware of cost rates for most resources, Accounting procedures in public

organizations, generally based on initial-cost accounting

allocate costs of facilities used to specific research or

Hence, standard cost rates for facilities usually have to

procedures, do not

any other activities.

be estimated from

whatever accounting records and reports do exist. Overhead costs can be com-

parably allocated,

In addition to being the largest single cost category, estimations of

scientist inputs reflect the efficiency and even feasibility of the research

effort, Estimating scientist inputs with a specific scientist in mind presents

little difficulty. On the other hand, if scientist inputs are considered as

a general category, the interrelationship among quantity, productivity, and

salary rates of scientists become an important factor in the estimation, To

the extent that salary rates and productivity are directly proportional, esti-

mates in dollars based on a scientist of known capabilities in part circumvents

this estimation problem.

For a given research activfty, the cost of

rate of adoption a(t) in equation (6) is direct’

dissemination can vary, and the

y related to the level of dis-

31n the MARRAIS experiment, three levels of resource use were requested:
(1) the level that would represent a bare minimum of research effort and still
hope to get something done, (2) the level that would represent an all-out effort
without simply wasting resources and (3) the level that the estimator expects
to be the most likely scale of effort.
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sem

opt”

nation cost d(t), Deriving the “best” d(t) would Involve simultaneously

mtzing a(t), d(t) and the maximand equations, A more practical estima-

tion procedure involves obtaining estimates of the most likely dissemination

costs from qualified research and extension personnel. An existing’extension

structure can be assumed such that the costs estimated represent only the mar-

ginal expenditure requirements. For more basic research activities, the costs

reflect requirements to get the information tnto publishable form and the

costs of attending the usual number of professional meetings. For applied

projects, the costs should reflect (1) ancillary activities required to get

the product into implementable form, (2) extension and publication activities,

and (3) activities to insure the existence of affiliated activities and struc-

tures that would be necessary for the product to become an economic activity,

While research inputs are considered in the context of the neoclassical

economics concepts of efficiency, research outputs are usually valued on the

basis of their contribution to economic growth through an improvement in

the state of knowledge or economic and social organization (cf., Kuznets,. .

1962).

The efficiency-ethic (distributional)dichoto~y of welfare econom”

(c.f,, Werner, 1968, p. 26) as a basis for benefit-cost analysis, also--

basis for deriving the value of research output in MARRAIS, permits on-

limited quantitative analysis of how research output obtains value and

Cs

the

ya

how

this relates to research resource allocation, However, insofar as possible,

the value of research output is related to values of the marketing system

which, through the pricing system, are relegated the principal responsibility

for allocating resources among competing alternative uses,

Nuch has been written elsewhere about what should or should not be in=”
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5 With the exception of expoundingeluded in the value of research products.

on one difference of opinion with these sources$ I will simpl,ydescribe how

research products are assigned “value” in MARRAIS,

Conceptually, products of basic research obtain value through successive

applications in success~vely less basic research activities until eventually

some product or process results which has direct association with market

or equivalent in non-market situations. Uhile possibly valid inexpost

the application of this concept of value in ex ante analysis of value is——

values

analysis,

not

only vastly impractical but open to question as the relevant concept——

in cost-benefit analysis. Entirely comparable to the derived values

research, the value of basic research results are derived from their

subsequent~ less basic research activities, a process that is seldom

of value

for applied

value in

entirely

known beforehand. Hence, the value of basic research products is what scientists——

who use that product in subsequent research consider it to be relative to other

methods for accomplishing the same thing, Hence, this view of basic research

treats its product as being more similar to an electron microscope, for example,

than to the prwduct of some ~lied research activity which will have immediate

impact on consumers. (I doubt that consumers of milk or milk products care a

fig about the product of a research activity studying the bio-chemical character-

istics of the rumen!)

5Merner (1968, pp. 26-51) has discussed the adequacies of both neoclassical
and welfare economic theories as desirable constructs for evaluative analysis.
Spengler (1962, p. 439) refers to comments by Pareto,Marshall and others which
strangly suggest that the influence of the market place might be much greater
than superficially evident in allocating resources in non-market situations.
Arrow (1962, Dp, 609-619) discusses the case where the research product is an
invention which becomes potentially a marketable commodity. Prest and Turvey
(1!365)discuss various secondary effects and under what conditions and how these
should be added to or deducted from research benefits, Carroll (1967, pp. 1010-
1024) has drawn a distinction between roduct values and recess values, the

●%----’rlatter defined as value derived from e research activity tse f. Also, other
papers in this volume have discussed or alluded to various facets of this
subject.
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Because of the degree of variability tn the nature of the types of research

and resulting research products, no single procedure is appropriate for esti-

mating the B~k of equation (9), However, there are some general characteristics

which provide a sufficiently uniform basis for classifying approaches to deriving

research product value. For this purpose, two types

1. Usually applied research which has research

ible (a) in physical units, such as yield increases,

or improvement over existing conditions.

of research are identified:

products readily express-

er (b) as a percent increase

2. Usually basic research which does not have research products that are

readily expressible as above, but which are expressible in terms of percent of

objective achieved. In some cases the research product value at 100 percent

level of achievement (a) may be directly estirnatedwhile (b) in most cases it

cannot be directly estimated.

The estimation procedures for assigning values to research products are

carried out in two steps. For those research activities of the first type above,

values are obtained by direct evaluation of tncreased value, resources saved,

etc., in the form P(B~k), The procedure will nearly always involve both

economic and technical scientists who are most familiar with the area as well

as industry specialists for certain of the information.

The second type of research product generally cannot be directly evaluated.

In the few cases where the value of the objectives, if they were 100 percent

achieved, could be estimated, then the procedure would be the same as for the

first type above, The remainder of this type would require an alternative to

expressing the value of the research product. The method for deriving such

values presupposes that any research activity has anticipated positive value

from its product, regardless of whether or not such value has ex-

pressible form, It assumes that both research activities with expressible

positive value of the first type above and those withoutcan be
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ordered in a common array by a set of preference criteria wh!ch reflect sub-

jective estimates about the relative worth of the research products to the

achievement of organizational objectives, Further. estimates of “first

differences” provide the basis for computing relative indexes of value for the

second type of research products in terms of the positive valua of the

first type of research products,

As an example, suppose that among a set of research alternatives being

preordered three projects el, e2, and e3 are ordered accordingly,

PK (el De2$ f+) = e1>e2>e3

where P is a selected preference criteriOn. Further suppose that el and e3
K

have expressible positive values such that v(e~] > V(e3), and e2 does not

have an expressible positive value. The implied value of the research

product of e2 resulting from this information can be considered to be bounded

between V(el) and V(e3), A specific implied value for the research product of

e2 can be derived by selectinq values for “a” and “b” first differences until

(lo) V(el) - a = V*(e2) s V(e3) + b,

The method is comparably applicable to a numberof en,and to circumstances

where the second type en are not so distinctly bounded.

The validity of the resulting ordered array and implied indexes obviously

depends on the appropriateness of the selection criteria PK specified and the

selection of the evaluators who determine the ordered array, There are several

equall,yvalid alternatives to both of these P requirements.
K

For examole,

where the number of em are large, subarrays might be determined on distinctly

different F’Kand evaluators, A single array would then be determined from

these separate ordered subarrays utilizing particularly qualified evaluators

and a PK which represents the total organizational objectives. 13asicallythis
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method has been described by 13artee(19679 pp. 28-40) in the selection of

payloads for scientific satellites,

In PIARRAIS,the first differences “a” and “b” are obtained by asking the

estimator to specify approximately how valuable (in percentages) he expects

the product of a research activity would be relative to the value of the product

of the research activity ranked (on the basis of PK) immediately above it, if

all reseamh objectives were 100 percent achievable. Hence, where even only

one research activity has expressible dollar benefits, implicit benefit values

can be imputed to all other research activities by equation (10). Where more

than one research activity has expressible dollar benefits, a weighting scheme

based on ranks and first differences is used to impute these values (cf.,. .

Fishel, 1970, pp. 158-161), But, the benefit values 5 k, whether obtained by
3

direct computation or imputed, are assumed to be the research benefits that

would result If research objectives were achieved with 100 percent success

and they were fully adopted.

Analysis Steps

The analysis steps include generating “consensus” esttmates from the

individual estimates of ~jk, p(Tjk), P(Fjk), and P(B~k), and Carrying OUt the

Monte Carlo solutions of equations (6) and (7) to generate the distributed

maximands R1 to R3 based on these variables and other estimated information.

There are actually several methods ofobta?ning con$ensus estimates from

the Individual estimates, each equally valid depending on the information one

6 While alternatives are available in NARRAIS,wishes to convey in the process.

the primary method is using either equal or unequal weights, which are speci-

fied by the user, to obtain concensus values for “L”, “H”, “1”, “h”, and “m”,

61n the NARRAIS experiment, three different methods each with three dif-
ferent weighting schemes were tested (~,~,, Fishel, 1970). Them were con-
siderable differences in resulting consensus estimates.
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as previously defined, and computing P(Tjk)* etc., by the same method as used

to compute individual P(Tjk). A second method is one discussed by Winkler

(1968) in which the weights are applied to “L”, “H”, P, and V. The latter

method includes judgments about the relative dependence-independenceof indi-

vidual estimators by specifying the sum of the weights W+ to be some value

between 1 and ZIAIi,Consensus estimates of each average annual expenditures

tj~ are “double” weighted, by Exp(T~jk) and by ~i for each ~ijk provided W

estimator “i”.

The three forms of the maximands given by equations (1) to (3) are com-

puted by obtaining solutions for equations (6) to (7) utilizing the Monte Carlo

procedures and distributed values P(T ), P(Fjk), and P(Bjk) for each average
jk.

annual expenditure C. , along with other information previously indicated.Jk

The method involves repeated random sampling from the cumulative density

functions of the distributed variables and computing solutions for equations

(6) and (7) using these randomly selected values.

The final step is the reporting of the analysis in a form useful to

research administrators, Several forms are possible, including the form and

information shown in Table 1. In addition, MARRAIS can graphically plot the
.

three maximands R1-R3 for each research activity and level of support Cjk.
.

Finally, a “consensus” budget for each Cjk can be provided, in dollars for

personnel and supply requirements and in physical terms for land, facilities,

and major equipment requirements both by subcategories.

An Experimental Application

MARRAIS was experimentally applied to nine alternative research projects

at the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station to establish the likelihood

of or extent to which ex ante types of cost-benefit analysis and methodologies——

have a place in the decision-making processes of public research administration
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and in what manner they might fit into the administrative framework. By means

of the experiment, it was hoped that some substantive conclusions could be

reached regarding the efficacy ofthe various estimation and analytical tech-

niques developed for MARRAIS, in part~cular those techniques designed to reflect

scientists’ judgments about the feasibility of inducing changes in the current

state of knowledge and the Iiklihood of success in doing so. It was also hoped

that some conclusions could be made regarding whether or not these methods,

designed either to reduce or specify the degree of uncertainty in research

resource allocation processes actually represent an improvement in information

over that generated by less formal means, and whether or not the information

would, in fact, be used by research administrators.

The nine “model” research project statements were developed from a review

of approximately 300 active research project reports which in total include

about every aspect of research dealing with soybeans. These were provided by

the Smithsonian’s Science Information Exchange. The nine projects include three

that are essentially “basic” (modulation morphology, radiation genotypes, and

fat synthesist three that are “applied” or “developmental” (storage deterior-

ation, minimum tillage, and breeding genetics), and three that generally fall

somewhere in between these two categories (soil effects m root growth, her-

bicidal selectivity, and rotation effects on diseases). Each

statement consisted of its title, a statement of purpose, the

the research, and a general statement regarding the method of

model project

objectives of

study. The

statements were neither so general as to be meaningless nor so specific that

scientists would be prevented from injecting some individual interpretation

about the scope and method of conducting a project. Also, while most of these

projects did have multiple objectives, each project still presented a singular

type of “benefit” to be achieved.

The estimates on which subjective probability distributions were generated
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for the various data required were obtained from scientists located through-

out the eastern half of the United States. These scientists either conduct

or administer research on soybeans in public research organizations. While

such a general survey procedure In practice would likely be much less desirable

for obtaining the necessary estimate than of obtaining the estimates from a

few highly competent individuals, ne~ther the identity of cormetent scientists

nor any guidelines or method to identif,ysuch scientists were or are known.

In addition, for this initial effort, it was considered desirable to investigate

the variability of responses that might be encountered under actual applications

and associate with this variability any characteristics of the estimators that

could be readily identified, In particular, it was of interest to examine the

question of weighting of estimates based on relative “competence” of the

scientists.

in

at

An initial mail survey was sent to 170 scientists, 23 of which are located

Minnesota, explaining the experiment and requesting their cooperation and,

the same time, requesting certain professional data from them, This data

related primarily to several measures of their experience and of their publica-

tion record and a self appraisal of where they visualize their WWI scientific

orientation between “mostl,ybasic” to “mostly applied”, A total of 120 scientists

responded to this first survey, However, there was a notable rate of attrition

over the next two surveys such that only 55 scientists outside of Minnesota

and 14 scientists within the State actually provided all of the information

requested of them. No formal sampling design was attempted and no statistical

significance was attached to the results obtained.

During the early stages of the experiment, while the initial survey and

estimation procedures were progressing, a “side” experiment was performed to

develop some logical foundation for “weighting” estimator responses. Research

administrators at or above the Department Head level in the Institute of
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Agriculture, University of Minnesota, were asked to identify and weight those

characteristics each associates with those scientists in whose judgement they

would place the most confidence, with respect to (1) estimating costs and

resource requirements for a project and (2) estimating the relative worth

(beneflts) of alternative research projects. The one characteristic they all

included, personal acquaintance with the scientist, was arbitrarily excluded

because not all the scientists providing estimates were known by the adminis-

trators, lJhilethe answers were quite diverse, there was a general tendency

to associate experience and publication record with good judgement in both cases.

A second phase of this “side” experiment had one research administrator,

who was acquainted with all of the Minnesota scientists included in the su~e.ys

rank those scientists according to the relative confidence he places in their

judgments with respect to the same two areas. A comparison of the ranks com-

puted from the several administrators’ abstract weightings of scientists’

capabilities above and the ranks from the single administrator’s subjective

evaluation of the scientists] relative ability to make judgments in these MO

areas provided highly insignificant results, to say the least. In fact,

several attempts were made to identify ~sort of relationship between the

subjective ranking obtained from the single administrator and the character-

istics of the scientists ranked. Medial, rank, and sequential correlation

tests (c,f., ~uenouille, 1952, pp, 44-46) as well as regression analysis were--

applied to both individual and combinations of characteristics, all with no

significant levels of confidence in results obtained. Hence, assuming that the

single administrator’s ranking accurately reflects the scientists’ capabilities

to predict project benefits, there would appear to be no objective weighting

scheme more justifiable than to assign equal weights to the scientists’ estimates

about the various events included in the experiment, However, despite these

results, some alternative weighting schemes were tested.
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The second survey requested th~ scientists to rank the nine projects and

provide “first differences” in the rank. Two rank~ngs were requested: (1)

rank each subgroup of basic, basic-applied, and applied projects (3 each)

according to the criteria--relative contribution to scientific knowledge for

basic, relative corttributlonto the soybean industry for applied, and some

composite of these two for basic-applied; (2) rank all nfineprojects with res-

pect to the relative contributions the research results, if 100 percent success-

ful, would make to the long run well-being of the soybean industry,

Many interesting observations resulted from analysis of the rankings,

With only a few exceptions, the rank did not differ much whether equal or un-

equal weights were used or whether the ranks provided by 20 “experts”, those

with the highest experience and publication scoresg were used. Agreement among

scientists in different disciplines, geographical regions, or scientific orien-

tation (basic-to-applied)as to rank was almost totally lacking, The only

agreement seemed to be that research on Breedin~ Genetics offers the most poten-

tial and research on Fat Synthesis or on Rotation Effects on Diseases offers the—— ——

least potential. of special interest was a rather striking negative relation-

ship between the discipline of the estimator and the discipline of the research

topic, i.e., to some extent, at least$it would seem “ignorance is bliss” in. .

judging the relative worth of research projects, There also was a notable

tendenc,yto reflect the relative importance of problems to specific regions of

country in the rank assigned to a project, which should be expected. Somewhat

the

surprising was the lact of any relationship between the rank

projects explicitly categorized as basic, basic-applied, and

scientific orientation of the scientists, again as judged by

of the alternative

applied, with the

themselves. Finally,

in comparing the results of the two different ranking procedures, separately by

the basic-to-applied classification and collectively, the results strongly

suggest that scientists generally consider that what is best for the soybean
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industry also best contributes to the stock of knowledge in their scientific

discipline.

The third and by far the most difficult survey requested estimates of the

resource requirements (costs), time required to complete the project, and the

feasibility of achieving a successful outcome, by the process described in the

last section. Out-of-state $clentists were requested to make these estimates

for only one project each, the subject matter of which was most closely related

to their individual area of expertise. Minnesota scientists generally were

requested to make estimates on two projects~ using the same assignment criteria--

one by mail survey and one by one of four panel configurations, namely

1. Panel A met and discussed at some length the nature and scope of the

proposed project, after which they arrived at (if not agreed on) a single set

of estimates.

2, Panel B, after discussing the proposed project, agreed on a single

set of cost estimates, but independently estimated the time and technological

feasibility estimates.

3, Panel C, after discussing the proposed project, independently estimated

the cost, time, and technological feasibility estimates.

4, Panel D, after making independent estimates of the three required

data, met to discuss the proposed project as previously. They then independently

modified their original estimates based on their reactions to the discussion,

Yhile the panels were not of sufficient size nor the experiment sufficiently

controlled to provide a data base that could b~ statistically analyzed, the

results of the effort did provide useful information about how the estimation

procedures should be conducted. The method used by Panel D proved to be the

most useful, because it tends to minimize the influance of “dominant” individ-

uals on panel estimates. And, it Is preferable to the method used in Panel C,

which is similar, because it forces some opinion to be formed by each estimator
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before the estimators discuss the project, ~lOdifi@destimates did tend to dif-

fer from first estimates, except for the “dominant” estimator on the panel.

There was a great amount of variability amon!le$tiIIateSof C.jksp(Tjk)~

and p(Fjk)s as was realistically expected before hand. The variability mostly

reflected the generality in the experimental projects statements and the basic

differences in how estimators tend to visualize a research effort. Some think

in terms of grandiose efforts to solve a problem with everlasting finality;

others tend to think in terms of neat little packaoes, solving one piece of the

total problem before moving

between these two extremes.

panel experiments, in terms

to the next piece; and, there were several gradations

The extent of this difference, revealed in the

of size of the cost estimate was substantial and Some-

what surprising. This indicates the necessity of either more specificity in

project statements administered or, preferably, a repeated feedback procedure,

such as the DELPHI method (cf., Dalkey and Helmer, 1963) or an extended version-.

of Panel D method, to at least narrow the scope of research activities being

evaluated,

Other sources of, or reasons for, the observed variation in cost estimates

were sought in the professional data provided by each scientist. There was some

difference in the realtive level of cost estimates among disciplines. Scientists

in botany, plant pathology, bacteriology, entomology, and biochemistry tended

to provide estimates well above the average for the more basic research topics

and nea’raverage or below for the applied projects, Exactly the reverse occurred

for scientists in the agronomic and soil sciences. Differences in cost estimates

among scientists with different basic-applied orientations were less conclusive.

For every project, scientists who rated themselves as being basic-applied con-

sistently provided cost estimates that were relatively higher than those who

considered themselves either more or mainl,ybasic cw_applied,

Variability in the estimates of time required to complete the research
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activities P(Tjk) and the feasibility of successful outcomes P( F ) tended to
jk

follow the pattern of cost estimates. Two tendencies were readily evident:

Expected time required to complete a project decreased and the level of

feasibility increased, as well as the degree of certainty in the estimates of

time and feasibility, as average annual costs increased. Also, the consensus

estimates for all projects and cost levels except three were skewed to the left

for time estimates and skewed to the right for feasibility estimates, the

three exceptions being synmetric distributions, This latter characteristic

seems to suggest that scientists are basically an optimistic lotl

A number of other estimates were made in the experiment. These are only

briefly discussed here, because of limited space and because the estimation

procedures generally followed traditional methods, The adoption rate used in

this experiment was based on findings by Evenson (1968, pp. 53-54)~ which in-

dicates a 12-year inverted “V” cycle of adoption for research results~ but

modified by some calculations by Peterson (1969, pp. 18-1!3),who points out

that assuming “in perpetuity returns” actually has negligible effects on com-

puted rates of return to research, Lacking even intuitive foundation for de-

termining adoption-rate parameters for each project, a common rate equation
A

was assumed for all projects: a(t) = 1 - ,775t-t~where ~ $s the number of

,yearsto complete the project~ approximating Evenson’s inverted “V”,

The direct estimation of dollar benefits, on which imputed benefits for——

other research activities were basedb was carried out on only on@ Pro.i@ctB

the topic concerned with storage deterioration of soybeans. Nith the assis-

tance of technical scientists, marketing economists, and industrial soybean

specialists, ranges of estimates were made of the proportion of stored soy-

beans affected by deterioration losses, the proportion of l~~~es declinin~

1, 2, or 3 grades, price differences among grades or levels of quality, the

difference in loss rates between farm and commercial storage, and the average
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annual on-farm and off-farm stocks of soybeans expected during the coming

years. This information provided the basts for generating a probability d~s-

tribution of the total dollar benefits that would be expected under nearly

ideal conditions.

The two process values included in the experiment--the added value result-

ing from the increased experience and research capabilities of the research

scientists involved, and the value of the training of graduate students result-

ing from participation in the research project--were computed from the National

Science Foundation’s National Register of Scientific and Technical Personnel

reports for 1966 of agricultural scientists. For scientists, the added value

was $300 per added year of experience; for graduate instruction, the added value

was $1000 per graduate student,

Because resource requirements for Other than personnel and supplies were

estimated in physical units, it was necessary to derive some standard cost—.

factors for these. A standard budgeting procedure was used in deriving a use-

rate cost for each facility or equipment required, including land (plots)~

buildings, and major equipment. The use-rate reflected the total cost for

using a unit of a resource, such as the amortized value of land, buildings, and

small equipment, plus associated labor, maintenance~ and utilities costs per

unit of resource use, Charges were calculated at different rates for direct

overhead (office space and associated services, fringe benefits, etc.) and

indirect overhead (libraries, research admln~stration, etc.), neither including

costs of the above resources used.

In deriving dissemination costs, several sources of costs were recognized— —

and estimated, namely: a proportion of an extension specialist’s time (plus

overhead, supporting activities, and travel costs), professional activities of

the scientists (mainly speech preparation and travel), publication of results,

and implementing facilitative operations or organizations, Uith the assistance
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of an Extension administrator, rates for each of these activities and costs

were estimated for each project, along with estimates of implementation rate

coefficients.

An additional experiment, using the results of the analysis of this esti-

mated information by $fARRAIS,involved a three-step presentation of the infor-

mation to a research administrator for the purpose of determining what effect,

if any, additional information to that normally available would have on his

decision-making processes. While the experiment was very artificial and quite

limiting in many respects, it did provide some useful and interesting information,

The first experiment presented the research administrator with the same

project statements presented to the scientists-estimators. In addition, each

project statement included a breakdown of personnel and miscellaneous supplies

requirements in dollar units and of facility requirements in physical units,

a similar format to the typical research proposal, In each case the data used

were the mean values of the most-likely cost levels. The administrator was

requested to rank the pro,jectsaccording to their relative acceptability,

based on the enclosed information and whatever other information he normally

would consider and that was available to him.

The second experiment presented the research administrator with the same

information as above but also included for each project the annual total cost

of all resources, the projected total costs and expected benefits, and the res-

pective B-C and B/C maximands. The derivation of the benefits data was explained,

stressing the fact that it was primarily

highly qualified researchers experienced

The third experiment confronted the

generated by the estimation procedures.

in the preceding section for each of the

based on information provided by 20

in soybean research.

administrator with all of the information

This included the information contained

three average annual expenditures, W!

Predictability Indexes, and a graphical presentation of the data on the range

of benefits net of costs (B-C)@ by
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432 1024

which indicated the mode in the blocks the mean in the circle and the mean

plus and minus one standard deviation at the end points,

The administrator’s reactton to the first experiment was one of reluctance,

because significant pieces of information he normally relied on very heavily

were not made available to him, namely a review of literature which scientists

would actually conduct the research, what departments would be involved, and

what cooperation could be expected in the conduct of

istrator stated that without any of this information

decision on his part would be meaningless,

the research, The admin-

on each project, any

The second experiment initially brought the same response as the first

experiment and essentially for the same reasons. But, after some discussion

about the projects and estimates, the administrator was asked if he could use

the benefit-cost information to eliminate certain of the projects from consider-

ation rather than attempting to specify the most Important. Once started, the

selection process continued to an eventual ordering of all the projects as

indicated In Table 2. He emphasized that these were only his inclinations

and that many factors would effect his decisions if these were actually proposed.

Frequent referencing by the research administrator to the benefit-cost data

dur~ng the evaluation of the projects suggested that these data were influential

to the extent that they provided the administrator some substantiation independ-

ently for the conclusions reached by hls own logic and information.

While the information in the third experiment did not result in any re-

ordering of the nine experimental projects, several facets of the information

did gain the administrator’s interest, This interest was directed mainly toward

intra-project comparisons and mainly was concerned with the nature of the expected

changes in research performance resulting from changes in levels of support,
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Table 2, Research Administrator’s ordering of the Nine Experimental Research
Projects,

Verbal
Ic alp

~esearchproject
IB

enefit/cost
rating ode Subject ratio

Highest

Very high

!Ioderatelyhigh

High-service

Medium-high

~,ledium

Low-medium

Low

Lowest

A

c

~

B

c

c

B

A

A

Modulation morphology

Breeding genetics

Soil effects on root growth

I{erbicidalselectivity

Storage deterioration

Minimum tillage

Rotation effects on diseases

Radiation genotypes

Fat synthesis

7.4

14,3

13.3

18,4

5,1

6,6

8,2

3,2

5,3

aA: basic; B: basic-applied; C: applied.

Especially for those projects he considered overcosted in the previous experi-

ments, the alternative of support at a lower average annual expenditure made

the information generally more palatable to him, such as the size of the in-

crease in annual costs to achieve the results mm quickly. Ilowever,he did

not relate this to any effect it might have on decisions regarding resource

allocations. The research adrninistratorwas emphatic that he would like to

have this information and that it would be useful, but that it could never

constitute the only decision criterion.

It did appear that the information about the projects other than the

maximands themselves would be used by the research administrator to gain a

better understanding about what sort of research response he could expect from

manipulating the annual level of support. These results only suggest that the
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measures probably would be relied on more as the research administrator became

more experienced in using them and as he learned the extent to which he could

associate the information they convey wtth the information he requires for

resource allocation dectsions.

Implications of the Experiment

There are two questions raised by the experimental application of MARRAIS,

The first is a methodological question regarding whether or not and how well

information aimed at improvinq resource allocations could be generated. The

second question is concerned with the application of the information generated

for research administrators: whether the information would be used in the decl-

sion-makfng process and the impact this fnformatton would have on the resulting

decisions.

An overall evaluation of the estimation techniques would seem to indicate

that these do collectively outline an information system that demonstrates po-

tential for facilitating and Improving information used in resource allocation

decision making in public research organizations. Despite an obvious need for

some further refinement of procedures and techniques, the system could be im-

plemented in a form at least similar to that used in this study. However,

acceptability of these conclusions hinges on the acceptability of certain key

assumptions on which MARRAIS was based and the relative precision and efficiency

of the estimation techniques employed.

A major fault of the system as it is now constructed is in the handling

of interrelationshipsamong projects, both with respect to effects on uncer-

tainty and with respect to levels of costs and benefits. An attempt will be

made to develop a more effective way of handlinq this problem, for example,

by generating a covariance matrix of research characteristics analagous to

that used in comparison of alternative investments (cf., Hurter and Ruben-.-

stein’s discussion on the subject elsewhere in this volume).
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While the results of the experiment indicated that reasonably acceptable

information about research costs and benefits can be generated using MARRAIS,

the extent to which the generated information would be applied by research

administrators was less conclusive. There was reason to believe that the in-

formation would be used, but determining whether or not resulting decisions

would actually have been improved as a result of using this information was

well beyond the limit and scope of effort of the experiment. The only practical

methods for making such judgments would have been to reevaluate the results of

the decisions made under this system and contrast them ex post to the results

of the decisions made under conventional systems.

Whether or not the proposed information system would notably affect admin-

istrative behavior depends largely on the answers to four questions (possibly

among others): (1) Does the information generated address itself to a

significant problem area of research administration? (2) Is this an area that

the research administrator can do something about? (3) Does the information

system efficiently perform the task set forth for it? (4) Does the research

administrator have the capability to use the
>.,,.

can only be briefly discussed here.

Regarding the first question, there are

system effectively? These questions

many who consider the principal

problem facing research administrators is not so much an efficienc& issue in

resource allocation, which is the primar,yconcern of MARRAIS, but the relevancy

issue--what outputs are desired by societ,yand in what priority--which is han-

dled essentially “outisde” of the system. It possibly is true that the prin-

cipal problem facinq nearly all public research organizations is the relevancy

issue, but relevancy is only broadly defined. What might be considered a rel-

atively contained consideration at one administrative level may be a relatively

broad consideration at another. There may be many alternative methods of satis-

fying a “relevant” area of research. Hence, while relevancy may be viewed as
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the predominant.problem to some administrators, there still remains the task

of allocating research resources in an efffcfent manner among alternative

demands for these resources. (lbvfously,the one problem cannot wait for an

adequate solution to the other, even if the other does have a solutfon.

The relevancy issues confronted by MARRAIS have to do with the gains that

can be made with improvement fn the information about proposed research activ-

ities. Thfs has several dimensions. First, at an elementary level, there

shouldbe a substantial improvement in communications, both within the orqanf-

zation among scientists and administrators and outsfde

legislatures and clfent organizations. Communications

more tangible, less suppositional foundat’

administrator could not pofnt to specific

should feel more conffdent that he is at ‘

a -decision” Thfrd, knowledge about

the organization with

are simply put on a

even ff a researchon. Second,

qafns by usinq the information, he

east reducing the chanqes of makfng

the uncertainty of research alter-

natives would tend to increase the environment of research alternatives con-

sidered by the research administrator. Knowing the pattern of returns and the

uncertainty associated wfth these

acceptable that were formerly not

be basfc research, whfch has been

returns might make some research efforts

acceptable. The principal gainer here should

descrfbed by Tweeten and Schultz (among

others) as being relegated the “hind tit” as far as the allocation of resources

are concerned, because basic research would be meetfng ~plied research on an

even level of comparison.

One very relevant issue brought to light in the experiment was the fact

that resource allocation decisions are currentlv befng made on the basfs of only

two-thfrds (and in some cases substantially less) of the total cost of conducting

research projects. And, even thfs cost basis fs notably distorted byexfstfnq

accounting practices. The difference between the cost estimates generated by

MARRAIS and those normally found on project proposals is demonstrated in Table 3
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by compartng the total costs to the costs included in the first two cost

categories for one of the experimental pro,iects. In practice, the costs of

other resources are hidden under the practice of charging a flat percentage of

personnel (or scientist) salaries to cover all of the indirect costs, regard-

less of the amount of “indirect” resources used,

Table 3. Comparison of Cost Categories for the Experimental Research Project
About Rotation Effects on Diseases.

Resource cost category costs Percent of total

(thousand~ 011ars)

Personnel 24.9 54.1
Miscellaneous supplies 4,1 8.9

Total annual costs 29.0 63.0

Land 2.6
Facilities 6.4 1::;
Other miscellaneous .2 1.1

Total non-annual costs 9.3 20.8

Total direct costs m
Overhead costs 7.7 16.2

Total costs m m

The practice of accounting or not accounting for costs of all resources

used could result in a different relative order of project selection under a

formal selection scheme such as MARRAIS. For example, it was observed that

the “reported” costs (personnel plus miscellaneous supplies expenditures) as

a percent of “total costs” varied by as much as 7.2 percentage points among

cost levels for one project and as much as 11.1 percentage points among dtf-

ferent projects for the same cost level, The implications become even more

significant when comparing low-facility-using social science research with
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high-facility-usinghard science research in selection scheme that uses a

common indirect cost rate for both,

Regarding the second of the four questions, there are several factors

which suggest that the research administrator may be substantially limited in

his capacity to reflect in his decisions the efficiency information provided

by MARRAIS. Some of these are only mentioned here, First, there is a duality

of objectives in conducting research by scientists in a university setting.

While research conducted even in private colleges increasingly can ill afford

to disregard social relevance in topics investigated, still the values attached

to research selection in universities are variant from those attached to state

experiment station research. Second, one of the realities of administering a

-research organization is to justify to legislatures the continued support

of the research plant, which In turn requires maintaining a broad base of support

from among the clientele served. Some activities justified on this basis would

be difficult to justify on the basis of their benefit-cost maximands. Third,

a seemingly universal objective of research administrators is the growth of their

organizations, measured by the amount of resources available, can also be the

source of non-optimal allocations based on benefit-cost criteria. The basic

reason for this is that funds for research originate from several sources, some

of which represent “extra” research opportunities that are marginal to the on-

going research supported by core budgets. A distinctly different setof selec-

tion criteria are applied to these marginal funds. Fourth, it does take time

to phase out existing research programs and tool up for new ones. In addition,

the research administrator must balance what he considers the long run cost of

maintaining a less than optimum research mix against the expense of dismantling

and subsequent tooling up in specific area of competence. Finally, there would

be internal pressures to resist the application of MARRAIS on a broad scale,

because its application would require that scientists and other individuals
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Such

that

is:

a loss of autonomy would
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evaluate proposed projects. It is doubtful that

be very palatable.

Regarding the third of the four questions, a general reaction would be

MARRAIS can do some evaluative efforts efficiently. The relevant question

How~an evaluative effort can be just~ffed on the basis ofefflciency?

The real cost of applying the estimation procedures would be in the amount of

time taken from scientists to make the estimates required, not in operational

costs, For the relatively simple projects included in this study, it was

estimated that on an averaget about 20-30 minutes per scientist were required

to do the ranking and first difference estimates and as much as 40-45 minutes

were required per scientist for each project to complete the cost~time-techno-

logical feasibility estimates. Additional time would be required to evaluate

the direct benefits that would be expected for the applied projects or program

efforts which serve as the payoff value base. Even with experience the time

required for the first two estimates would not be expected to diminish and in

all likelihood would be greater because projects would be more complicated and

scientists undoubtedly would devote more serious attention to making the esti-

mates. The total cost in time and effort would be dependent on the number of

projects and programs evaluated, the number of estimators making the evaluations

on

be

of

each one, and

reevaluated.

Considering

estimators to

the frequency with which each of the projects or programs would

that the research administrator would restrict his selection

a relatively limited proportion of all scientists within the

organization, the application of the proposed benefit-cost estimat~on procedures

in their totality and to all research efforts that m~ght be considered by the

research organization would be an obvious unrealistic drain of the better

research talent. The discrepancies between the benefit-cost maximands of current

versus possible research efforts would have to be quite enormous to justif,ysuch
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a cost. Hence, from this standpoint alone it could be expected that the appli-

cation of the system would be limited to only the more important comparisons as

determined by the research administrator.

Regarding the fourth question, it would be my observation that the research

administrator, himself, would have to go through some possibly agonizing changes

in order to make the application of MARRAIS effective. First of all, he would

have to be willing to give up more of his control overthe allocative process,

which is implied in the delegation of information generation procedures.

(Control of decisions and control of the information on which decisions are

based is synonymous.) In addition, because the familiar characteristics of the

basic estimates are “lost” during transformation in the analytical procedures,

the administrator would have to learn to trust, almost at face value, both the

sources of the estimates and the products of the analytical processes. Man:y

of the currently implicit decision criteria would become explicit, whether or

not the administrator wished it to be; the administrator must be willing to

live with this “baring of the soul” and all that it implies, Finally, research

administrators would have to gain the skills of professional investors in order

to effectively interpret the information presented him. Hence, it is just not

the bench scientists that would have to change with the implementation of such

methods as MARRAIS.

In view of the forgoing, will techniques such as MARRAIS be used by admin-

istrators of public research organizations? If they are, to what extent will

they be used? As a minimum, it can be concluded thatwe are a long way from

seeing such techniques being employed as ~allocator of research resources.

Neither the current state of development of allocative techniques nor the

temperament of the research establishment in the publfc sector are up to what

would be required of them. At the same time, if nothing else, management in-

formation systems ofthis type do have considerable potential for relievinq
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research administrators from a larqe portion of their information ~eneration

activities and at the same time improving the scope and quality of the infor-

mation used in decision making, leavinq

rather than information collectors. In

experiment, can provide knowledge about

them more time to be administrators

addition, studies such as the tYIARRAIS

the research process which, I doubt,

is even available to administrators through intuition gained from many years

experience. Such advantages as these and an increasing pressure on research

administrators to make correct decisions suqqest to me that some sort of

method like MARRAIS cannot be ignored by administrators much longer.

of

I would suspect that the nature of )!ARI?AIS-typeapplications for the next

few years will be in the nature of experiments or special studies of the kind

described here. This will be applications to rather specific and bounded

topics where impending critical policy decisions require substantially more

information than is available at present or by traditional methodologies.

However, with refinements in techniques, there will be venturesome administra-

tors willinq to gamble on appl,ying advanced management information systems

their organizations, across the board. And, as so familiar to those of us

aqri~ulture, the rest will follow.

As a final comment, the proper role of quantitative techniques in the

in

in

decision-makinq process of agricultural research administrators has by no means

been finally determined as a product of this experiment. Undoubtedly, itwill

evolve only from a gradual chipping away at our rather formless rock of unknowns

through many individual efforts like those reported here. Althoudl the compo-

sition of this rock, as so frequent?,y suggested, may well be granite rather

than limestone, even granite will eventually take form under a patient hand,

It seems to me that a more difficult problem ma,ybe convincing enough scientists

and administrators that the number, magnitude,

encountered are indeed penetrable and that the

support.

and complexity of the problems

outcome is well worth their
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